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The plasma ejected by a pellet irradiated with moderately intense láser light (I„A 2 ~ 1015 W cm~2 
fim2, lct and k being intensity and wavelength) is analyzed. Both hot electrons caused by resonant 
absorption, and cold or thermal electrons are considered; no appeal is made to heat-flux 
saturation. The cold (hot) population controls the overdense (underdense) plasma flow. Ingoing 
hot electrons at the critical surface are found to thermalize before reaching the ablation surface. 
Results obtained are compared with a model that assumes one electrón temperature, and a 
saturatedflux; agreement requires using a range of saturation factors: 0.1 SfS 0.3. The validity of 
the model is discussed. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A quasisteady fluid model was used in the past to ana-
lyze the coronal plasma ejected by a laser-irradiated pel-
let. l~* The quasisteady assumption, discussed by Max et al.,3 
holds if a fluid particle crosses the corona in a time, of order 
rcr/y(rcr), which is small compared with both ra/ra and 
W/W; rcr is the radius at the critical density/jcr, ra[t) is the 
target or ablation radius, and W[t) is the absorbed power. 
Using momentum conservation the first condition reads 
rcr/ra4v(r„)/ra~\p{ra)/pct\in and is usually satisfled: 
compression may increase p{ra) well above solid density, 
which, for 1.06 j«m light and an Al target, say, is about 770 
pct. Note that if the pulse lasts throughout the entire collapse 
we have W / W~ ra /ra. 
For p(ra)/pcr—>-oo the fluid model is quite simple. Be-
cause of the nonlinear character of heat conductivity,5 
K = KTsn, a sharp ablation front at ra uncouples the pellet 
from the corona. The corona is then parametrized by a di-
mensionless numbér,2'4 W[W,ra, ncr,Zj,m)=W /r2 p^V3, 
where/>cr is mna, Z, is the ion charge number, 7ñ==m,/Z, is 
the mass per unit charge, and F^ is a convenient speed,6 
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The continuum model fails above some W because 
the ratio of mean free path to hydrodynamic scale ceases to 
be small somewhere in the corona, making the classical for-
mula for the heat-flux,^ = — KT5l2XdT/dr, inaccurate. A 
crude recipe for this failure,3,4 in order to satúrate the flux 
[\q\ <fnT3nm~1/2),7 calis for a difficult choice of the factor 
/ For slab experiments, simulation7 and analytical8 results 
have suggested /~0.03 but controversy on this point per-
sists.9 In addition, the valué of/ to use might change with the 
geometry; taking it independent of position is an overall sim-
plification. (This guess is confirmed in pellet experiments by 
Goldsack et al.l0;f= 0.03 simulations disagreed with the 
data, but agreement was attained with/= 0.1.) 
Actually most overall results for pellets are only 
"piecewise" sensitive to the valué of the saturation factor.4 
In particular, the relation between mass ablation rate m and 
ablation pressure Pa is independent of/ for/> 0.05 roughly; 
Pa(W) is nearly independent of/ for/>0.08 and W< 104. 
The relation between the critical radius ra and W is only 
weakly dependent on/11,12 These results are in accordance 
with the ñndings in Ref. 10, where agreement between data 
and simulations was attained for all/> 0.1. In these experi-
ments, 5 < W< 5 X103. 
Thus if/is not too low, the classical heat flux (formally 
corresponding to the limit/-*<») may be used to calcúlate 
overall relations. The exception13 is Pa(W) at W> 104. To 
understand why this relation is sensitive to the valué of/, 
note that if saturation is ignored (a) the enthalpy and kinetic-
energy fluxes are continuous at r„, while dT/dr is not, so 
that W/Awrtr = q{r+) - q{r~); and (b) if íhs well above 104 
(or ra/ra above 3) roughly, we have q(r£)~W/4irrl,. 
>|^(rc7 )|.2 Saturation then mainly aftects the huge outward 
heat loss, increasing 4irrlT \q(r~)\/W and thus Pa, to an ex-
tent sensitive to the valué of/: for W~ 107, Pa shows a three-
fold increase as/grows from 0.06 to 0.35.4 In this paper we 
explore this high F^regime with a model that makes no ap-
peal to flux saturation. The model is based on the appearance 
of suprathermal electrons; crucial to the determination of 
Pa (W) is the magnitude of the outward (not the inward) ener-
gy transport by these electrons. At the end we compare our 
results with results from a one-temperature, saturated-flux 
model. 
II. PHYSICAL MODEL 
A basic analysis ought to include a kinetic evaluation of 
q under weakly collisional conditions. We look, however, for 
a simple description, and bypass this current, important 
problem. The fluid model is modified to allow for two con-
venient facts: 
(i) Fjor/^0.1, saturation starts in the underdense re-
gión, at W~\§3 (Fig. 9, Ref. 4); overdense saturation starts 
at much higher valúes (~ 107 for/~0.3). For the intermedí-
ate regime, evaluation of q is a problem only for r> ra; for 
r<rCI, collisions are frequent enough to warrant a contin-
uum description. This fact is tied to the result q(r+ )> \q(r~ )| 
(Sec. I). 
(ii) For high intensities, resonant absorption generates 
suprathermal or hot electrons of temperature TH>TC 
==F(rcr), Tbeing now the main (cold) temperature.14-16 For 
r > rcr, hot electrón collisions may be neglected. A large am-
bipolar field will build up to preserve quasineutrality. 
The main consequence of these facts is that the over-
dense coronal flow is controlled by collision-dominated cold 
electrons and the underdense flow by collisionless hot elec-
trons. 
A. Overdense corona 
Hot electrons entering this región are assumed to con-
tribute negligibly to macroscopic quantities. This assump-
tion is checked at the end. Cold electrons are treated as a 
continuum fluid with heat flux - KT512 dT/dr. The equa-
tions for the ion-electron fluid are12 
r*Z¡n¡v = [x=m/A>¡rm (Zinl~zn)t (2) 
dinT) 
evaluating (6) at r+ with q =fnT3l2/m\n yields W? 
_ dv 
mnv — = 
dr dr 
„JJL ñiv2 + — T) - KT5'2 — = 0. 
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Both T and q vanish at the cold ablation radius ra. We ne-
glect electrón inertia, assume spherical symmetry, and take 
Z, large in order to uncouple the ion temperature (the only 
quantity sensitive to the charge number).4 
Let ra, ncr, Z¡, m, and Pa, though not W, be given. 
Choosing a valué for m or fi, Eqs. (2)-(4) can be integrated 
from ra outward to obtain flow proflles; m is then deter-
mined by requiring the solution to be univalued at the sonic 
point. Equation «(r^) = ncr yields rcr and both Tc and vCT 
_ Evaluating (4) at r~, and using 
KTsn^n.02eSTle¡n(T/me)U2,3 where lei is the ion-elec-
tron mean free path, yields 
r„ 2\m) \ 5 / 1 7 . 
r/dlnT 
02eS7 
where Me = mv\t/Tc; for an Al target, 
-~7.9X10-3MC(1 +M2c/5) d\nr 
Later we will consider 4<^ c r <9; then 0.19>cnnF/ 
rflnr>0.08, 5<M2c<i (see Fig. 2 of Ref. 2), and 
0.19 < lei/rCI < 0.72. Thus the plasma is barely collisional at 
rcr (of course, le¡/r decreases rapidly with decreasing r); the 
fact, however, that d ln T/d ln r<l at r~ makes the heat-
flux classical for r<rCT, if/is not too low. 
B. Underdense corona 
Next, consider /•> rCT. The energy equation now reads 
4irr2(«4 ñiv2 + nv§T+q)=W. (6) 
For low powers, q = - KT5l2dT/dr, and Eqs. (2), (3), and 
(6), with boundary condition 7'(r-*oo)—>0, would yield W? 
For W above 104, however, saturation sets in at r£ for all/; 
m 
1 , Tc ( , 27'¿ /2M 
Unfortunately, when valúes 0.03 </< 0.6 are allowed for, 
the indeterminacy in the relation W(Pa) is too large, as 
shown in Sec. I [the factor {^Tc/mev\t)xl2 is large]. 
In this paper we use the energy equation at r+ in the 
form 
m [ | Í 4 + {TH/2m)(5 +0)] = W, (7b) 
where 0 is a factor of order unity. This amounts to writing 
the heat flux as 
q = nv(p/2)T (8) 
and choosing TH from between the two temperatures of our 
model for both enthalpy and heat fluxes. Equation (7b) closes 
the problem if TH is known. 
Equation (8) has been used both in astrophysical and 
laser-fusion applications. The electrón distribution function 
F(u,r,t)is given by 
V m, da) Bt 
which is a steady Vlasov equation if time variations and colli-
sions, represented by SF/6t, are neglected. Unsteady effeets 
are weak because ra and ÍFchange slowly (Sec. I). Collisional 
effeets are stronger for cold electrons. They will be small if 
\é1tP\F/(meTc)in>(Tc/me)mF/lei; this condition be-
comes r H / r c >r c r / / e j — 2. In order to preserve quasineu-
trality in the presence of hot electrons we must have 
\eVt\~TH/r„. 
The steady Vlasov equation clearly yields zero odd mo-
ments for F (current, enthalpy flux, heat flux).17,18 Correc-
tions caused by SF/St will then give small odd moments of 
same order." Now, the electrón flux at r* is known from the 
conditions of zero total current: / Fur du = n„ua,vrhete ur 
is the radial component of u. Further, since |eV^|>rc/rcr, 
odd moments of F, caused by electrons leaking out to infin-
ity, will arise from the hot population. Then, we have at r* 
the enthalpy flux c^n^v^Tf, and the heat flux 
~«cry„( 0 /2)TH,11 leading to (7b). 
C. Hot electrón temperature 
We take TH from simulations14,15 that give 
T„~ATrc{\ kéW)x-r{IaX VIO15 W cm~2fim2)", 
(10) 
where y = \, a = \, A = 6.5,14 or y = 0.25, a = 0.39, 
A = 8.7(Ref. 15).Here/cr = W/4irrlr<f> andáis the absorp-
tion fraction. Equation (10) must be fitted into a basic form. 
If E and L are the field and length of the resonant plasma 
wave, then TH ~eEL. Here, L /X is a function oim^/Tc 
and Icr /cnCT Tc (Ref. 14); we also have E2«ICT /c (Ref. 14), or 
E2<xICI/(TH/me)112.16 For a restricted parameter range we 
may then write 
TH^BTl(Ia/cncinmec2f-^-a. (1 la) 
Comparing (10) and (1 la) we obtain TH ecc1'3 for both y = \ 
and y = 0.25. Accordingly we set a = (5 — 6y)/9. 
We rewrite (1 la) in the form 
T„~B 
\m J 
i-3r»/9 TUmV2)l-r W r* \<5~6rl /9 
{mV/mec 1/3 
(11b) 
Equation (11b) shows that resonant absorptipn effects are 
parametrized by the dimensionless number Vs==m V/mec. 
(Inverse bremsstrahlung effects are parametrized by V, 
too.12) We use (1 Ib) in (7b). To make (1 Ib) agree with (10), to 
within 1% for both 
B{m/mefl^w>= 1.35. 
III. OVERDENSE HOT EFFECTS 
We now justify neglecting hot electrón effects in the 
overdense región. For simplicity, we estímate them assum-
ing that ingoing hot electrons at rcr are isotropic and mono-
energetic. They scatter offhigh-Z, ions at a rate determined 
by the 90°-deflection time tD — m2.wi/&irZ¡ne4 ln A,5 and 
lose energy to cold electrons at a slower rate of characteristic 
time Z¡t0; EH=$mew2 is the hot energy. Then 
d{s2) 
dt 
dE, H 
dt 
• = w2tD 
Z,tn 
(12) 
(13) 
where (s2), the mean squared distance from rcr, obeys a ran-
dom-walk law. We assume that hot electrons remain 
"marked hot" as they lose energy (see Ref. 3 for an alterna-
tive description). Then we have 
hot density=snH(r)~nH{rcr). (14) 
For electrons moving radially on the average we set 
(s2) = (rcr - r)2. From (12) and (13), we obtain 
dE„ me{rCT - r) 
dr ztt% 
(15) 
The largest hot electrón effects on the ion-plus-cold-
electron fluid should be caused by energy exchange. Henee, 
we neglect hot density, current, and pressure, against the 
corresponding cold quantities. We neglect 37Y2 against EH 
also. Consequently (4) becomes 
1 d ,f / 1 _
 2 , 5 „ \ T„5ndT} nHEH 
— — r\nv\ — muH T j — AT3 '—— = ; 
r
2
 dr [ \2 2 ) dr\ Z,tD 
(16) 
Eqs. (2) and (3) are not modified. The analysis of the over-
dense región is then given by Eqs. (2)-(4) for r*<r<rth, and 
by (2), (3), (16), (14), and (15) for rth <r<rcr. The boundary 
condition on (15) is EH(rcr) = 3TH/2; r^ is determined by a 
thermalization condition, Eu(rth) = 3T(rth)/2. 
We carried out calculations for different valúes of 
nH(rCI )/nct. For low valúes we obtain the cold n, v, rprofiles, 
as well as r th, and EH for rtb <r<ra. As nH(ra)/nCT in-
creases the profiles change and the power going into the cold 
electrons (4wr£r xKTc2dT/dr\ _) decreases. This power 
'cr 
vanishes at about nH(rcr)/n„ = \. At this point, the overall 
relations rCI( W) and Pa{ W) differ by a few percent from re-
sults that ignore hot-energy deposition, even though the ion-
plus-cold-electron flow is sensibly modified. We conclude 
that overdense hot effects may be neglected for all reasonable 
valúes of nH{rCT)/nct, which is a free parameter of the analy-
sis. We found rth > ra always. 
IV. DISCUSSION 
Figure l(a)jind (b) shows rCT/ra andPa/pa V2 vs W for 
a few valúes of V. Numerically 
Y — \ and y = 0.25, we set W~- 0.682 FT 
109 watts V 2 Z , / V 1.06 (ira ) 
V 2 Z , / V Á I Vl00/xm 100*5 
(17) 
Z, \nAV/A 
T ' 
(18) 
Results from Ref. 4 for several valúes of/are also shown for 
comparison.19 
Both the present and the saturated-flux, one-tempera-
ture, models are simple approximations. For the second one, 
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FIG. 1. Critical radius ra{a) and ablatíon pressureP„{b} versus absorbed 
láser power W, as found here (—) andUn Ref. 4 (—) for a few valúes of Kand 
/M,/2Z,)"2, respectively. Here, V, W, and Kare deflned in Eqs. (1), (17), 
and (18);/is the flux saturation factor, ra is the ablation radius, pcr is the 
mass critical density, and A, and Z, are the ion mass and charge number, 
respectively. 
however, we still have to choose a valué for/; this is certainly 
ac[uestionable matter for pellets and makes results at high 
Wuseless. Figure l(b) shows that for W= 107, Pa increases 
by a factor of 3 in going from/~0.06 to/~0.35 [rcr in Fig. 
l(a) increases by a factor of 1.5]; when values/= 0.03 and 0.6 
are considered3,4 the factor is larger than 10 (a 1000% inde-
terminacy). In the present model V is a known parameter. 
The indeterminacy arises from 10% errors in the approxi-
mations, and from the factor (1 + 0/5)4 {6r~ 5!/9, after using 
(11b) in (7b). To draw Fig. 1 we set /? = 0, <f> = 0.4, and 
checked that Pa and rcr changed by 15% and 5%, respec-
tively,for/? = ± 1; for^ = 0.5 orO.3, changes werehalf as 
large. There is no reason to expect/? to be large. Thus, results 
should be accurate to within 50% at worst. From Fig. 1 we 
may conclude that the saturated-ñux model with/= 0.03 or 
0.6 does not agree with the present model; agreement re-
quires setting/= 0.1 to 0.3. 
Our analysis requires a profile steepening at rCI that is 
neither too weak (resonant absorption and electrón accelera-
tion must be significant) ñor too strong (the upper density in 
the step profile must be cióse to nct, as is implicitly assumed 
in the model). This was ensured by making IcrA 2 lie between 
the lowest valúes studied in Refs. 15 and 14 (0.3 and 5 X1015 
Wcm_2jum2, respectively); in all cases IOT/cncrTc lay 
between its lowest valúes in Ref. 15 (0.05) and Ref. 14 (0.4) 
[accordingly we set y = 0.25 in (1 IbJ]. The range of validity 
of present results starts at about FF~3xl05 and reaches 
above 107; it extends significantly the results from Refs. 2,4, 
and 12, which extended up^ Jo about 3 X104. 
The range depends on Fas is roughly shown in Fig. 1; it 
narrows at both low and high V. This is because 
WctIcrAzV 3. At low V, and for IcrA 2 at its upper bound, 
W (or rCT/ra) is too large; leí/rcr exceeds unity and 
Spitzer's flux fails at r~. At high V and IctA 2 at its lowest 
bound, ra/ra is too low: hot electrons thermalize at r„ 
(r th~rcr). Fortunately Fis cióse to unity for most experi-
mentsof interest. 
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